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the epigenetic hypothesis and the new biological role  
of self-identified racial categories
Ludovica Lorusso

Abstract

In biomedicine self-identified racial classifications of humans are 
used to infer genetic differences causally responsible for differ-
ent susceptibilities to complex diseases between racial categories. 
In this paper I analyze the epistemological status of these clas-
sifications within the three main types of hypotheses that explain 
the epidemiological differences between racial categories: the 
genetic, the epigenetic, and the environmental hypothesis. These 
hypotheses differ in the use of self-identified racial classifications 
as proxies respectively for genetic, epigenetic, and environmental 
differences causally responsible for differences in the risk of com-
plex diseases between racial categories. I show that the use of self-
identified racial classifications under the genetic hypothesis is not 
justifiable from an epistemological point of view, and recent bio-
logical evidence rather highlights the relevance of different kinds 
of nongenetic factors in the causation of specific susceptibilities 
to complex diseases, therefore supporting both the environmental 
and the epigenetic hypotheses. My conclusion is that the use of 
self-identified racial classifications may be justifiable only under 
either the environmental or the epigenetic hypothesis. In particu-
lar, the biological role of self-identified racial categories as models 
of an epigenetic kind of variation within the whole human popula-
tion may be relevant in the investigation of epigenetic mechanisms 
causally responsible for susceptibilities to complex diseases.

Keywords: race; epistemology; complex disease; genetic variation; 
epigenome

1. Introduction

Most of the philosophical discussion on racial categories still focuses on the 
ontological issue of the existence of race as a “biological reality,” without 
going further in analyzing all the different “biological realities” that may 
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be represented by racially defined human populations, or in which specific 
sense a socially determined classification can be “biologically real” or rel-
evant in biological explanation.

The well-established dichotomy in critical philosophy of race between 
race as a biological reality and race as a social construct is becoming an 
obstacle to the comprehension of the importance of addressing the ways in 
which “race becomes biology” (Gravlee 2009), or in other words, the ways 
in which social inequalities may transform into a biological reality (Sullivan 
2013). In fact there are different ways for racially defined human groups to 
be biologically real, and only some of them can be justified under an epis-
temological perspective in biomedical research.

Scholars who defend the use of race in biomedical research usually 
claim that there is a biological reality corresponding to racial categories in 
the sense that these categories are predictors of genetic differences causally 
involved in explaining differences in the susceptibility to complex diseases 
(hereafter, CD) (Risch et al. 2002, Burchard et al. 2003, Ziv et al. 2006).

I want to show that we should not be against the use of race concepts 
in bioscience invoking the argument that race is not a “biological reality,” 
but also that we should not be too fast in approving the use of ordinary 
concepts of race in biomedical research (Efstathiou 2012), without a deep 
understanding of the ways in which social concepts of race become biologi-
cally meaningful. Instead, I think we must be very careful in understand-
ing the reasons why a concept of race that may or not reflect any biological 
reality is useful in bioscience.

In this paper I will analyze the use of racial categories for making infer-
ences about susceptibilities to CD, which is the main use of race that is 
made nowadays in biomedical research. In particular, I will analyze the 
three possible kinds of hypotheses concerning the explanation of observed 
differences in the occurrence of CD between racial categories. Such analy-
sis will end up with a proposal of a possible epistemic role of race in biol-
ogy, in particular of the most used racially defined groups in biomedical 
research: the self-identified races (SIRs), constructed on the basis of a self-
identified (SI) categorization. I will show that SIRs can be used under dif-
ferent hypotheses, but they are justified and useful to scientific research 
only under some of them.

In this section, I will analyze the SI racial categories and the kind of 
population variation they may represent, then I will briefly present the prob-
lem of racial classifications in human population genetics and in biomedi-
cine. In sections 2 and 3, I will show how SIRs may be used under three 
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types of hypotheses that may explain the differences in the  occurrence of 
CD observed between racial categories;1 I will then show that the possibil-
ity of justifying the use of SIRs in the explanation of the differences in 
the occurrence of CD between racial groups depends on the use of these 
categories as categories representing either a kind of genetic variation, or a 
kind of variation of environmental/social/economic/cultural/psychological 
factors between human populations, or a kind of variation of epigenetic 
alterations.

SIRs are the racial categories mostly used in biomedical research in the 
United States. They are constructed on the basis of folk-political- cultural-
social (FPCS) personal ideas of race, where by “folk-political-cultural-social” 
personal ideas of race I mean every idea that in one specific society one per-
son may rely on in order to classify him/herself into a specific racial group. 
In biomedical studies the researchers often claim that they use the racial 
categories that correspond to those used in the U.S. Census and the Office 
of Management and Budget, which are: Black, White, Asian, American 
Indian, and Pacific Islander. Therefore, according to them, those racial cat-
egories are the categories in which people coming to their laboratories are 
asked to self-classify themselves. In many studies, however, other race/eth-
nicity labels are used most often to describe human samples, for instance: 
African American, European American, Caucasian, Mexican American, 
Hispanic, etc. (Hunt and Megyesi 2008).

For many scholars (e.g., Risch et al. 2002, Burchard et al. 2003, 
Fejerman et al. 2013), SIRs may represent some kind of population-specific 
genetic variation associated to a specific continental ancestry,2 which may 
have a causal weight in determining a specific susceptibility to some CD in 
racial groups. Self-identification of course produces a FPCS classification 
of human beings and it is a matter of discussion whether such a FPCS 
structure of human population may also represent a genetic structure of 
that population. Burchard et al., for example, believe that racial and ethnic 
categories differ genetically, even if created on the basis of FPCS personal 
ideas of race, and for this reason are biologically relevant:

Unlike a biologic category such as sex, racial and ethnic categories 
arose primarily through geographic, social, and cultural forces and, as 
such, are not stagnant, but potentially fluid. Even though these forces 
are not biologic in nature, racial or ethnic groups do differ from each 
other genetically, which has biologic implications. (Burchard et al. 
2003, 1171)
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Burchard et al., like other geneticists who use SIRs in their research, do not 
care much about what specific genetic variation such categories may repre-
sent; in fact, specific genetic differences between these categories are often 
only assumed to exist and they are introduced ad hoc in the causal expla-
nation of differences in the occurrence of some CD (see section 2). Social 
studies (Hunt and Megyesi 2008) have highlighted that SIRs are, by their 
own construction, ambiguous in representing any kind of phenotypic and 
genetic variation, because they are built on personal ideas of racial identity 
dependent on specific cultural and social contexts.

Besides the fact that SIRs may or not represent some kind of biological 
variation between human populations, it is a matter of discussion whether 
there are human categories that may represent unambiguously the overall 
genetic variation between human populations. Generally, in human popu-
lation genetics the concept of race is not used, and since a long time it 
has been replaced by the concepts of population, group, and cluster. Most 
human geneticists (e.g., Jorde and Wooding 2004, Ramachandran 2005, 
Weiss and Long 2009, Gravlee 2009, Royal et al. 2010, Rotimi and Jorde 
2010, Barbujani and Colonna 2010, and Templeton 2013) claim that a 
unique and unambiguous genetic structure or classification of the whole 
human population representing the overall human genetic variation does 
not exist. For these geneticists, in order to consider certain human popula-
tions to be “races”—which may be regarded as synonyms of “subspecies” 
from a biological perspective (Templeton 2013)—the genetic differentiation 
between such populations must be sharp and not gradual, which means 
that it must be possible to construct a unique and unambiguous human 
classification reflecting the overall genetic differentiation of humankind. 
Because biological data show the existence of a mostly gradual (or con-
tinuous) and not sharp (or discontinuous) change in the genetic bound-
aries between human populations, according to this definition of human 
race, human races do not exist. The point geneticists holding this view 
aim to stress is that because migration rather than isolation has been the 
main evolutionary force shaping human genome variation, a continuous 
genetic variation is present among human populations (Barbujani and 
Belle 2006). For most of these scholars, such an evolutionary scenario 
makes unjustified the use of the concept of human race in biology. By using 
Alan R. Templeton’s words: “Human populations certainly show genetic 
differences across geographical space, but this does not necessarily mean 
that races exist in humans” (2013, 264).
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Alternatively, in biomedicine, there are several scientists (e.g., Esteban 
G. Burchard, Elad Ziv, Neil Risch) who consider SIRs constructed on the 
basis of FPCS ideas of race to be good approximation of human “races,” 
because of the fact that they may represent a kind of ancestral continental 
genetic variation; their definition of race is quite rough, in the sense that 
races are populations “genetically similar” or “having a specific percentage 
of genetic similarity” to “ancestral populations” characterized by specific 
frequencies of genetic variants shaped by geographic isolation. Of course 
it is not evident what “genetically similar” should mean, since we may ask: 
what genetic similarity should count for an individual to be considered 
similar to an ancestral population? And what populations should be cho-
sen as “ancestral” of a specific continental population? The term genetic 
ancestry is ambiguous in that it refers to any kind of genetic variation we 
could find between populations with a different continental origin. Many 
geneticists (e.g., Bolnick et al. 2007, Lee et al. 2009) have recently pointed 
out the limits of tests used to infer genetic ancestry, by raising questions on 
their biological significance. It is evident that such genetic variation must 
be relatively recent, given that all human populations come from Africa 
and therefore have a common ancient genetic variation:

Although the concept of “ancestry” is least ambiguous when it refers 
to either very close ancestors (i.e., parents or grandparents) or our 
most distant ancestors (i.e., the earliest hominids), genetic ancestry 
tests typically address more intermediate levels of ancestry that are 
imprecisely defined and identified. (Royal et al. 2010, 664)

The attribution of a specific percentage of genetic ancestry to a population 
or an individual depends on what genetic variation has been previously 
established to be representative of that genetic ancestry, or in other words 
depends on the population-samples used as proxy for “ancestral popula-
tions” (e.g., Salas et al. 2005, Ely et al. 2006, Tishkoff et al. 2009).3

Scientists who use races in their research, however, are not concerned 
about understanding the biological significance of different percentages of 
specific genetic markers between racial groups, but generally hold a prag-
matic position like the following:

Ignoring racial and ethnic differences in medicine and biomedical 
research will not make them disappear. Rather than ignoring these 
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differences, scientists should continue to use them as starting points 
for further research. (Burchard et al. 2013, 1174)

So far I have shown that the SI racial classification is ambiguous and 
that a unique and unambiguous human classification representing the 
overall human genetic variation does not exist; also, I have shown that the 
concept of genetic ancestry is ambiguous. Moreover, in case we choose to 
trust SIRs as good proxies for some kind of genetic variation, this variation 
could be either a kind of neutral variation in non-coding genomic regions 
correlated with some kind of continental ancestry, or a variation in adaptive 
traits (e.g., skin color) correlated with a specific environment (Templeton 
2013). By now, given the previous discussion on the nature of SI racial clas-
sification and on the genetic boundaries between human populations, we 
should be at least skeptical about the kind of genetic variation an ambigu-
ous and socially determined human classification like the SI racial classifi-
cation may represent.

The question I am going to answer now is: are we justified in using 
SIRs in biomedical research? I will argue that we are justified only if we 
consider SIRs not as proxies for differences in genetic ancestry (Root 2003), but 
as social categories that represent either a variation in environmental, social, 
economic, cultural, and psychological factors or a variation in epigenetic 
alterations between human populations. In the next section I will clarify 
how SIRs are mostly used in the biomedical research and I will analyze 
the possibility of justifying the use of SIRs in biomedicine, through the 
analysis of three main types of hypotheses that explain epidemiological dif-
ferences between racial groups.

2. SIRs and the Role of Genetic Ancestry in the Explanation of Susceptibility to 

Complex Diseases

The reason why racial categories are so fashionable in biomedicine is 
that there is evidence of a different occurrence of some CD and complex 
phenotypic traits4 between them, and many studies seek to explain such 
difference by means of race-specific genetic differences. In these studies 
SIRs are used to pre-classify humans and then some continuous genetic 
differences (differences in gene frequency) between those classes may be 
searched in order to assign them a specific percentage of genetic ancestry 
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(Kumar et al. 2010, Bustamante, Burchard, and De La Vega 2011).5 We have 
seen that racial categories like SIRs may represent at best some kind of 
genetic variation correlated with geographical origin. Therefore, even if we 
could assume that SIRs may represent unambiguously some kind of recent 
genetic variation linked to their ancestral origin from a specific continent, it 
would remain to understand what it may be the causal weight of such par-
ticular variation in the explanation of a specific susceptibility to CD. In fact, 
if we consider the possibility of justifying the use of SIR in biomedicine, 
the question is not really whether classes constructed on the basis of a mix 
of social, cultural, geographic, etc. kinds of properties may be also charac-
terized by genetic properties correlated with continental ancestry; the ques-
tion is whether genetic differences correlated with continental ancestry, 
rather than any other genetic or nongenetic differences, are more likely 
to be involved in explaining differences in the occurrence of CD between 
human populations like SIRs.

Recent studies in biomedicine (Kumar et al. 2010, Aldrich et al. 2012) 
use the property of being of a specific SIR as a projectible property for 
genetic properties correlated to some unknown population-specific kinds 
of genetic properties causally relevant in determining the development of 
a specific pathological condition. They explain the evidence of differences 
in the occurrence of some pathological conditions between racial groups by 
introducing some ad hoc genetic properties correlated to a specific ances-
try involved in causing a genetic susceptibility in individuals belonging to a 
specific SIR. In other words, differences in the occurrence of some com-
plex pathological conditions between racial groups are explained by means 
of some unknown rare genetic differences co-varying with differences in 
genetic ancestry.

My point is that postulating different SIR-specific genetic suscepti-
bilities in explaining the observed differences in the occurrence of CD is 
not justified from an epistemological point of view. For, if we consider the 
observed differences in the occurrence of a specific CD like cancer or stroke 
between two SIRs like, for example, African Americans and European 
Americans, there are at least four different hypotheses to be considered, 
which focus respectively on the genetic (the first two), epigenetic, and envi-
ronmental causes of those differences:

1. Differences in a specific genetic variation associated to a specific ances-
try are either the only, the most, or among the most relevant causes of 
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the differences in CD between African American SIR and European 
American SIR.

2. Differences in genetic factors co-varying with the genetic variation asso-
ciated to a specific ancestry are either the only, the most, or among the 
most relevant causes of the differences in the occurrence of CD between 
African American SIR and European American SIR.

3. Differences in epigenetic alterations or epigenetic interactions between 
environmental/social/economic/cultural/psychological factors and 
genomes are either the only, the most, or among the most relevant causes 
of the differences in the occurrence of CD between African American 
SIR and European American SIR.

4. Environmental/social/economic/cultural/psychological differences are 
either the only, the most, or among the most relevant causes of the dif-
ferences in the occurrence of CD between African American SIR and 
European American SIR.

The first two hypotheses are based on the assumption that two distinct kinds 
of genetic variation can be found respectively in individuals belonging to 
the African American SIR and in individuals belonging to the European 
American SIR. However, as we have seen above, it is not straightforward 
to understand what kind of “genetic variation” this could be, because of the 
ambiguity concerning SI racial classification, genetic classifications, and 
finally the concept of genetic ancestry (see section 1). While it is always pos-
sible, given two human classes belonging to different continents or with a 
different geographic origin, to find some continuous genetic differences 
between them, it is not possible to determine what genetic variation may 
characterize an individual in virtue of the fact that she/he classify her/him-
self into a specific SIR or to infer her/his overall genome variation from the 
fact that she/he has been assigned a specific “genetic ancestry.” Moreover, 
these two hypotheses assume an important causal relevance of SIR-specific 
genetic differences for the determination of the differences in the occur-
rence of CD between the two SIRs; and this assumption is not supported 
by any biological data or theory.

The third hypothesis assumes that differences in the interactions 
between genomes and nongenetic factors can be found between the two 
SIRs and that such differences have an important causal relevance for 
the determination of the differences in the occurrence of CD between the 
two SIRs.
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The fourth hypothesis stresses the causal relevance of differences in 
environmental/social/economic/cultural/psychological factors between 
the two SIRs in order to explain the differences in the occurrence of CD 
between them. Some examples of these factors may be: living in a polluted 
environment, having a low income, living in a poor neighborhood, working 
in a toxic environment, eating fat food, being oppressed and discriminated 
against. Of course these factors may be correlated with each other.

There are therefore at least three types of hypotheses to be considered 
in biomedicine to explain epidemiological differences between SIRs:

• the genetic hypothesis,
• the epigenetic hypothesis, and
• the environmental hypothesis.

The genetic hypothesis is the hypothesis about the existence of genetic dif-
ferences between SIRs that are considered either the only, the most, or 
among the most relevant causes of the differences in the occurrence of 
CD between such populations. Therefore, this hypothesis assumes not 
only that genetic differences between SIRs exist and can be unambiguously 
detected as different percentages of specific genetic ancestries, but also that 
these genetic differences have a fundamental causal responsibility for the 
observed epidemiological differences between racial categories. What kind 
of genetic variation could this be? We have seen that it could be either the 
“ancestral” genetic variation or some kind of genetic variation co-varying 
with it; we should ask what is the causal weight of either ancestral genetic 
variation or unknown genetic traits co-varying with genetic ancestry, in 
determining different predispositions to CD in the individuals of different 
SIRs. The first kind of genetic variation is considered unlikely to be causally 
relevant for the development of CD (Keita et al. 2004, Gravlee and Sweet 
2008, Aldrich et al. 2012), therefore no causal weight should reasonably 
be attributed to it. What about the second kind of genetic variants? These 
genetic variants are introduced ad hoc in the explanation, and no biologi-
cal evidence or theory supports their existence: therefore, no causal weight 
can be at present attributed to them. Any attribution of causal weight to 
them is just as unjustified as the hypothesis of their existence. If no causal 
weight may be attributed to any genetic variation that SIRs are supposed 
to represent, then the use of SIRs under the genetic hypothesis is seriously 
undermined.
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The epigenetic hypothesis is the hypothesis of the existence of 
 differences in epigenetic interactions between SIRs that are considered 
either the only, the most, or among the most relevant causes of the differ-
ences in the occurrence of CD. By “gene-environment” interactions I mean 
the interactions between genes and environmental/social/economic/cul-
tural/psychological factors.

The environmental hypothesis is the hypothesis focusing on the causal 
relevance of the whole set of social, economic, cultural, psychological, and 
environmental variants acting directly on people’s bodies.

Under both the epigenetic and the environmental hypotheses, envi-
ronmental/social/economic/cultural/psychological kinds of differences 
are considered to have a fundamental causal weight in the determination 
of the differences in the occurrence of CD. The main difference between 
the epigenetic and the environmental hypothesis is that the environment 
intervenes in a different way in making changes in the individuals in 
the two hypotheses. In the environmental hypothesis the environment 
acts on the individuals by causing specific damages in their cells, tis-
sues, organs, like for example in a situation in which individuals live in 
a polluted area or work with toxic reagents, eat food high in saturated 
fats, etc. In the epigenetic hypothesis the changes caused by the envi-
ronment on the individuals are more complex since the environment 
interacts with the DNA and such interaction causes a modification of the 
DNA structure and therefore of gene expression (see section 3). Changes 
caused by the environment may be occurring either at present in the 
adult individuals or at very early stages of their life.6 In both cases, such 
biological modifications in the individuals cause an acquired susceptibility 
to CD—as opposed to a genetic susceptibility. Moreover, in the epigen-
etic hypothesis, such changes may be inherited across generations, and 
therefore under this hypothesis the property of being of a specific SIR may 
be considered to be projectible of what we may call a specific epigenetic 
genealogy. Because epigenetic like genetic changes are heritable across 
generations, the epigenetic hypothesis may be said to be not relevantly 
different from the genetic hypothesis, as long as they both postulate that 
a certain predisposition to specific diseases is ultimately caused by the 
DNA. However, as I show in section 3, there is a growing body of evi-
dence that epigenetics is reversible, therefore the assumed differences in 
susceptibility between different racial groups are likely to change—and 
maybe even disappear—through time.
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These three main hypotheses concerning the explanation of 
 epidemiological differences between SIRs differ relatively to the causal 
relevance assigned to the genetic differences, and in particular to the 
genetic differences correlated with a specific ancestry, in the explanation 
of the differences in the susceptibility to CD. While in the genetic hypoth-
esis differences in genetic ancestry are thought to have either the only, 
the main, or one of the main relevant causal role or they are assumed to  
co-vary with unknown genetic differences that have either the only, the 
main, or one of the main causal role, both the epigenetic and environ-
mental hypotheses do not consider the genetic differences between SIRs 
as causally relevant in the explanation.

Note that none of these three hypotheses denies the biological signifi-
cance of SIRs; it has been recently pointed out (see, e.g., Fausto-Sterling 
2008, Gravlee 2009, Kaplan 2010) that the importance of SIRs in biologi-
cal explanation is compatible with the fact that SIRs are not likely to be 
proxies of genetic differences between human populations causally rele-
vant for differences in the occurrence of CD. In fact, racial categories may 
represent some kind of environmental/social/economic/cultural/psycho-
logical variation causally relevant for such differences, which is what the 
environmental hypothesis assumes.

For what concerns the environmental hypothesis, two important 
notions must be introduced here: the notion of allostasis, which is a fun-
damental process by means of which any organism maintains its stabil-
ity through changes, and the notion of allostatic load, which refers to the 
“cumulative cost to the body of allostasis, with allostatic overload being a 
state in which serious pathophysiology can occur” (McEwen and Wingfield 
2003, 2010). Therefore, when people live under a chronic stress—for 
instance when they feel oppressed and discriminated against—an allostatic 
overload may occur, causing in their bodies an increased susceptibility to 
many CD like cardiovascular diseases. Many studies analyze how the severe 
stress caused by white racism on the organisms of African Americans may 
explain health disparities between whites and blacks in USA (Geronimus et 
al. 2006, 2010). Recent studies have shown that there exists a neighborhood 
socioeconomic influence on the risk of high blood pressure and many CD 
like cardiovascular diseases and obesity, which may be as important as the 
individual socioeconomic influence on such risk (Chaix et al., 2010, Gerber 
et al. 2010). Also, a recent work (Wennerholm et al. 2011) has shown signif-
icant and stable differences across time in cardiovascular diseases between 
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two neighbor cities in Sweden, suggesting that the differences could be 
explained by different histories of the two cities that shaped their specific 
social identities. These biological data—given the neighborhood-based struc-
ture of the U.S. society—appear to support the environmental hypothesis.

In the epigenetic hypothesis, SIRs represent an epigenetic kind of 
variation; in this hypothesis the role of the environment is much greater, 
influencing individuals both through their own and their ancestors’ lives 
(see section 3). Therefore, SIRs may have an important epistemic role in 
biomedical explanation even if they are not used as proxies for genetic dif-
ferences correlated with genetic ancestry and causally relevant for differ-
ences in susceptibility to CD.

In the next section I will show that the recent biological evidence 
supports the causal relevance of differences in environmental/social/eco-
nomic/cultural/psychological factors in the determination of the observed 
differences in the occurrence of CD within the whole human population 
either acting directly on the organisms or through interactions with their 
genomes.

3. Genetic Studies of Complex Diseases

In human genetics there are studies focusing on the explanation and pre-
diction of risk of CD that do not use concepts of race or ethnicity: these 
studies are named genome-wide association studies (GWAS). GWAS 
search for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with CD in 
the whole human population7 without using pre-classifications like SIRs 
based on concepts of race and ethnicity (e.g., Hardy and Singleton 2009, 
Manolio et al. 2009). Note that the main difference between GWAS and 
studies that use SIRs is that the GWAS search for population-level genetic dif-
ferences associated to disease risks not between SIRs but between populations 
without disease and populations with disease. Therefore, in these genetic 
studies a different kind of “genetic variation” is assumed to be an impor-
tant cause of the differences in the risk of CD: not a variation in “genetic 
ancestry” nor any genetic variation correlated to it, but that genetic varia-
tion shared across populations that is found to be associated with a specific 
disease. The genetic variation captured by the algorithms used in these 
studies is the “common”8 variation, that is, roughly, the genetic variation 
found in most of the individuals characterized by common pathologies; 
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in fact GWAS assume the common-variant/common-disease hypothesis, 
which predicts that most alleles associated with the risk of complex health-
related traits are common and, therefore, old and shared across human 
populations, rather than being rare and population specific. It is easy to 
see that this genetic hypothesis is in contrast with the genetic hypothesis 
assumed in genetic studies that use SIRs, where rare genetic differences 
associated to ancestry—and which are therefore population specific—are 
considered to be important causes of the differences in the risk of CD. The 
differences identified as “ancestral” are in fact those more recent and rare, 
generated after the modern humans’ migrations out of Africa.

Even if GWAS have so far identified hundreds of genetic variations 
correlated with complex health-related traits, “most common variants indi-
vidually or in combination confer relatively small increments in risk and 
explain only a small proportion of heritability” (Manolio et al. 2009, 2). This 
problem is addressed as the problem of “missing heritability,” because of 
the heritability that we would expect given the genetic variants associated to 
a specific phenotype, and that nonetheless is not observed. In other words, 
even if genetic variants have been found to be associated to many CD, no 
much evidence of the relevance of such variants on the causal determina-
tion of the development of these kinds of diseases has been found so far. 
The missing heritability has been explained by means of two main hypoth-
eses: (a) the hypothesis that certain kinds of genetic variants other than 
SNPs may have much more causal weight than we have been supposing so 
far in the determination of a specific susceptibility to CD, like for instance, 
rare variants and structural variants as copy-number variations (CNVs); 
and (b) the hypothesis that epistatic mechanisms of gene-gene interac-
tions9 and epigenetic mechanisms of gene-environment interactions may 
have a fundamental role in determining a specific susceptibility to CD. If 
we look at the first hypothesis, it is easy to understand why the failure of 
GWAS in predicting the risk of CD is taken as one of the main arguments 
in favor of the use of SIRs in human genetics. Unfortunately, the problem 
of being justified in using SIRs is not the same as the problem of attribut-
ing a causal role to rare genetic properties rather than to common genetic 
properties. The real difficulty here is that, if by the rare genetic properties 
we intend those correlated with ancestry that are supposed to vary between 
SIRs, they are considered unlikely to be involved in the causation of a spe-
cific predisposition to CD; if otherwise by the rare genetic properties we 
intend those that co-vary with genetic ancestry and also vary between SIRs, 
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there is no evidence of their existence. In fact, the rare  variants supposed to 
be involved in the causation of the predisposition to CD might vary rather 
individually than between SIRs (Manolio et al. 2009).

The second hypothesis, about the causal role of mechanisms that alter 
the expression of genes, corresponds exactly to the epigenetic hypothesis 
used to explain the observed differences in the susceptibility to CD between 
SIRs. Epigenetic mechanisms are of particular interest in biology today 
and much evidence has been provided in particular of their involvement 
in many common pathological and non-pathological conditions (Jirtle and 
Skinner 2007). Epigenome is a term used to indicate all epigenetic altera-
tions occurring through DNA methylation and a wide range of histone 
modifications. The fact that the environment may have a fundamental 
causal weight in the explanation of the risk of CD is trivially assumed in the 
definition itself of “complex disease,” but only recently many studies have 
started to consider the possibility that the environment may intervene even 
in a different and deeper way in the determination of such risk through 
epigenetic mechanisms; moreover, geneticists have recently considered the 
possibility that the epigenome may have even a greater causal weight in 
respect to the genome in the explanation of the susceptibility to CD (for a 
review see, e.g., Handel et al. 2010). Some examples of potential diseases 
that may be caused by epigenetic changes are: cancer, by means of a mecha-
nism of silencing of tumor suppressor genes or activation of oncogenes 
through DNA methylation and histone modifications mediated by miRNA 
(Esteller 2007); stress, by means of a mechanism of reduced expression of 
glucocorticoid receptor through DNA methylation (McGowan et al. 2009); 
obesity, by means of altered silencing of unidentified genes by FTO, a DNA 
methyltransferase (Gerken et al. 2007). Interestingly, in the case of stress, 
we may see how the epigenetic hypothesis may indirectly explain the differ-
ences in the occurrence of other pathological conditions existing between 
racial groups like cardiovascular diseases, high blood pressure, coronary 
artery disease, diabetes, stroke, etc., given that these pathological condi-
tions have been causally associated to allostatic overload, which is causally 
associated to stress (see above, section 2).

Many studies have also provided evidence of epigenetic inheritance 
in humans (e.g., Pembrey et al. 2006, Hitchins et al. 2007, Morgan and 
Whitelaw 2008), and some geneticists have formulated models that rep-
resent the impact of epigenetic inheritance on public health (Handel and 
Ramagopalan 2009, Slatkin 2009). If epigenetic alterations may pass from 
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a generation to another like genetic changes, this means that past stressful 
environmental histories like slavery and discrimination may have been pro-
duced deep alterations on genomes in people of color in the United States, 
which may still be present in the current generations of people of color, and 
which are completely independent of the socioeconomic, environmental, 
psychological, cultural factors affecting them at present via both environ-
mental and epigenetic changes (for a wide discussion of transgenerational 
biological impact of white racism on people of color, see Sullivan 2013).

Evidence of the relevance of environmentally induced epigenetic 
changes in causing an increased susceptibility to many complex pathologi-
cal conditions—as well as evidence that such changes may also be inherit-
able—clearly supports the epigenetic hypothesis.

We have seen instead that no current evidence supports the genetic 
hypothesis. This does not mean that genes do not have any causal weight 
in the determination of CD or that no genetic differences can be found 
between SIRs. It only means that at present there is no evidence that may 
support the thesis of a causal relevance of the genetic variation that SIRs 
are supposed to be proxies for.

An important implication of considering the complexity of the impact 
of nongenetic kinds of factors on the individuals’ bodies both directly and 
through epigenetic changes is that the use of socioeconomic status (SES) 
in genetic studies (Takhur et al. 2014) as the only nongenetic factor is no 
longer acceptable. And as a final point we must consider ethical reasons 
why we should not use SIRs under the genetic hypothesis.

If differences in social, cultural, psychological, economic, and environ-
mental factors acting either directly or through epigenetics are likely to be the 
relevant causes of differences in susceptibility to CD between racial groups, 
the attribution of a specific genetic reality to SIRs may reinforce racial iden-
tities and therefore social divisions that are proved to have a causal role in 
determining that susceptibility. Moreover, the attribution to individuals of 
a specific genetic predisposition to diseases may be seen as a psychological 
obstacle to the will and strength put by an individual in changing of life style 
(i.e., choice of food, physical exercise, etc.), which may have a fundamental 
impact on the change of the “real” risk factors for that disease. This argument 
is supported by the “growth mindset” theory formulated by the psychologist 
Carol S. Dweck (2006); according to her theory there are remarkable differ-
ences in adults and children who grow up with a fixed mindset, so believ-
ing that some fundamental aspects about themselves, such as intelligence 
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and personality, are “fixed,” immutable, rather than believing that they may 
be developed; in other words, the view we adopt about ourselves profoundly 
affects the way we lead our life. Therefore, making individuals believe they 
cannot change their specific innate susceptibility because it is genetically 
determined may negatively affect their will to make substantial changes not 
only in their lifestyle, but also in those economic, cultural, and social aspects 
that may profoundly characterize their life. In fact epigenetic changes are 
potentially reversible, and therefore common diseases such as cancer and dia-
betes may be preventable (Handel et al. 2010). This means that both society 
and science have a common moral responsibility to make social inequalities 
disappear and eliminate the economic segregation that strongly contribute to 
generate and keep stable neighborhood contexts that are involved in causing 
social class inequality and profound health differences within U.S. society. 
Also consider that, under the epigenetic hypothesis, racist attitudes in our 
society turn out to be even more ethically unacceptable than they are under 
the environmental hypothesis, since their harmful effects spread not only 
to the individuals that are the immediate victims of racist behavior, but also 
to their offspring. In this case it is literally true that, had racist beliefs and 
behaviors not been there in the past, we would not see the increased suscep-
tibility to CD today in many individuals that are not currently experiencing 
any racial discrimination. Thus removing social inequalities, and the racist 
thought producing them, is even more ethically urgent under the epigenetic 
hypothesis than under the environmental or the genetic hypothesis, consid-
ering their deep impact through time.

For all these reasons, I argue that we are not justified in using SIRs 
under the genetic hypothesis, and that genetic factors associated to the 
susceptibility to CD should be investigated by searching for correlations 
between pathological phenotypes and rare/common genetic variants within 
the whole human population.

I argue, however, that we are justified in using SIRs as human cat-
egories representing differences in both many nongenetic socially deter-
mined aspects and in epigenetic changes that are causally relevant for the 
differences in the risk of CD between racial categories, with the aim of 
using such information to eliminate social inequalities. These studies will 
promote a new scientific view about human populations, which will finally 
contribute to eliminate any need of race concepts in both society and bio-
science. In short, race categories should be used just as long as, by using 
them, we can highlight and finally eradicate those social inequalities that 
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only have made them scientifically useful. This could be considered as a 
final antiracist legacy of racial thought before its elimination.

4. Conclusions

To conclude, I have shown that the use of SIRs under the genetic hypothesis is 
not justified from an epistemological point of view because:

1. No current evidence allows conferring a causal relevance to the genetic 
variation that SIRs are assumed to represent under the genetic hypoth-
esis. In other words, there is no evidence or theory that supports a causal 
role of differences either in genetic ancestry or in an unknown variation 
correlated with genetic ancestry in determining differences in the sus-
ceptibility to CD between human populations.

2. The current biological data and theory strongly support both the environ-
mental and the epigenetic hypotheses.

My conclusion is that we are only justified to use SIRs under either the envi-
ronmental hypothesis, as models of an environmental/social/economic/
cultural/psychological kind of variation, or under the epigenetic hypoth-
esis, as models of a variation in epigenetic interactions between environ-
mental/social/economic/cultural/psychological factors and genomes 
between human populations. I agree with Esteban G. Burchard when he 
says that “ignoring racial and ethnic differences in medicine and biomedi-
cal research will not make them disappear” (Burchard 2003, 1174); we must 
certainly not ignore the biological significance of racial categories like SIRs, 
but we have to make an effort to identify this significance.

SIRs may have an important epistemic role in the investigation of the 
causal weight of differences in nongenetic factors in the causation of the 
differences in the risk of complex pathological conditions between human 
populations, only if we do not attribute to them a genetic reality that is not 
supported by any biological evidence and theory.
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1. The “racial categories” between which a different occurrence of complex diseases 

is observed are not necessarily “self-identified,” yet are mostly socially determined.

2. ‘Continental ancestry’ is in fact a term used almost interchangeably with the term 

‘race’ (when used with a “biological significance”) and it refers to the hypothesis of 

the existence of a number of major ‘‘parental’’ populations that gave rise within the 

last 100,000 years to existing populations.

3. For example, the genetic variation of particular present-day African populations is 

taken as the “African ancestry” and used for inferring the percentage of “African 

ancestry” in African American populations in the United States, despite the fact 

that “most African Americans derive from different areas of Africa that existed over 

a span of several centuries and that might not be well represented by those present-

day proxy populations” (see, e.g., Royal et al. 2010, 667).

4. Complex traits (e.g., bone density and pulmonary function) and diseases (e.g., car-

diovascular diseases and cancer) are defined as traits and diseases with a supposed 

multi-factorial kind of causation, in which both genetic and environmental factors 

are thought to work together in their causal determination.

5. For epistemological considerations of human classification in biomedicine see, 

e.g., Lorusso and Boniolo 2008.

6. Epigenetic studies show that the prenatal and postnatal social environment is of a 

fundamental importance for acquiring a predisposition to many complex diseases: 

“Although the mechanistic details remain illusive, it has been established that 

the environmental experiences in the mother’s womb have a decisive and long-

term effect on one’s adulthood life and the life of one’s offspring. With the well 

characterized mechanisms for its inheritability and functionality controlling gene 

transcription in place, DNA methylation (CpG methylation) in high vertebrates is 

responsible for receiving, recording and functionally executing the environmental 

stimuli experienced in one’s early life” (Zhu 2013).

7. In a study of association, “a genetic variant is genotyped in a population for which 

phenotypic information is available (such as disease occurrence, or a range of dif-

ferent trait values). If a correlation is observed between genotype and phenotype, 

there is said to be an association between the variant and the disease or trait” 

(Hirschhorn and Daly 2005, 96).

8. Genetic traits are considered to be “common” if they have a frequency of > 1% in the 

whole human population (e.g., Hirschhorn and Daly 2005).

9. Epistatic mechanisms are mechanisms in which two or more genes interact to con-

trol a single phenotype.

10. Both in vitro and in vivo experiments have provided evidence of reversibility of epi-

genetic changes (Lotem and Sachs 2002), and there are indications that epigenetic 

therapies work (Esteller 2005). In the light of this preliminary evidence, epigenetic 

and behavioral interventions on epigenetic alterations may in the future be used to 

treat and reverse many complex diseases.
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